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Our latest completed project: Brewery Barn Conversion,
Dawlish

Living Space Architects is thrilled to announce the completion of the newly-named
'Brewery Barn', an old Dawlish brewery that has been successfully converted into a
contemporary family home.

Translate

Formerly known as 'The Old Stable', this property falls within the conservation area of
Dawlish, and it was vital that any adaptations were made in a way that protected its
heritage and didn’t compromise its historical importance. This was an exciting project
with lots of room for creativity and flair.

The importance of energy efficient housing

A house that uses energy efficiently is not only better for the environment, but also
less costly. Before any new build, the design work has to go through a ‘detailing’
process in order to analyse its energy efficiency.
Committed to sustainability, Living Space Architects strives to meet the highest

accredited energy standards with all of its designs, and you can click here to read more
about the current challenges we're tackling with a new build in Devon.

Featured projects this month

North Bank: a space transformed

Recently completed, this property in Lympstone is rather an eye-catcher after being
transformed with a contemporary twist, resulting in a pleasing modern aesthetic.

Penton, Crediton

Working in conjunction with Nick Gilbert Scott on this extension project, we
created a new ground floor bedroom, as well as enlarging the existing living
space. The light bright and contemporary feel of the new structure provides a
pleasing contrast to the existing building’s design, whilst also maintaining a
coherent appearance.
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